Stonewall Jackson
epubs

The passage of 130 years has only deepened the fascination and reverence for Confederate
general Thomas Jonathan "Stonewall" Jackson. He ranks today as among the half-dozen greatest
soldiers that America has produced. Military academies in both hemispheres still teach his tactics.
Revered by his men, respected by his foes, Jackson became seemingly invincible. When he
learned of the general's fatal wound, Robert E. Lee sent his "affectionate regards, " saying, "He has
lost his left arm but I my right arm." Jackson's early death in 1863 was the greatest personal loss
suffered by the Confederacy and one that permanently crippled the wartime South. This eagerly
awaited biography is based on years of research into little-known manuscripts, unpublished letters,
newspapers, and other primary sources. It offers for the first time a complete portrait - not only of
Jackson the brilliant military strategist and beloved general but also of Jackson, the man of
orphaned background, unyielding determination to conquer adversity, and deep religious
convictions.
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James Robertson has written an extensively researched life of Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson,
acknowledged as one of the finest military tacticians of the Civil War on either side. He covers
Jackson's ancestry, childhood, West Point career, early military service during the Mexican War and
afterwards, his tenure at the Virginia Military Institute, his family life, and his Civil War service in the
Shenandoah Valley, the Seven Day's Campaign, and in Northern Virginia/Antietam. He includes a

short epilogue which discusses the conclusion of the War after Jackson's death at Chancellorsville,
his legacy, and the subsequent lives of his family and fellow Confederates after the surrender at
Appomattox.Throughout the book, Robertson devotes much attention to Jackson's strong Christian
faith both in his beliefs and in his actions. Some other reviewers have found fault with this emphasis
but given the predominance of his faith in his daily life, Jackson's religious beliefs could no more be
ignored than could an author ignore anti-semitism in a life of Hitler. Jackson's faith was not an
ASPECT of his life, in many ways it WAS his life and everything else he did was incidental to his
faith.Contrary to some others, I don't think Robertson has glorified Jackson at all. Although a pious
man and a military genius, all of Jackson's many shortcomings as a man and as a commander are
brought out in the book. Jackson was a hypochondriac, a contentious subordinate, an incredibly
boring and ineffective teacher and a man who saw everything in stark black and white.
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